Around this mandala...
The newsletter of the Triratna Buddhist Centre in Bristol
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quality. It arises when
you are aware of
having gained
something you
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needed; in the context
of spiritual life, it especially arises when you are
aware of what has helped you to grow. Growth
implies change and so recognises we're not fixed.
Gaining from our association with the Sangha
implies our influence on each other, and our
connectedness.
On retreat recently, a friend passed me some of
the autumn leaves she'd collected as an offering to
the Buddha. At first I resisted, thinking I should

‘Going for

collect my own offering. Then I realised how
appropriately these leaves represented what I might
have to offer to the shrine or the world there is

refuge

nothing I have to give which hasn't come about from
someone else giving me attention and helping me to

cannot be

grow.

taught;

The Bristol Buddhist Centre too has grown from
the two people who started classes in Bristol 30
years ago, we've grown into a thriving Sangha of

it must be

over 200 people. Who knows how many more have
benefited from contact with us? Some are now

caught.’

ordained but have moved from Bristol, some are
practising in different contexts now, and many we

Sangharakishita

don't know of will have been touched by even a little
experience of meditation and friendship which will
have affected the course of their lives in big or small

First impressions of the open day were from the offset By now the place was busy with visitors, Order

ways.

very positive.

And this is thanks to everyone who has
participated in our Sangha in those 30 years. Far
too many to mention have given time, energy, love,
encouragement, money, friendship, and their
understanding and experience of the Dharma. You

Struck by the warm and friendly members and others happily chatting over tea and

atmosphere, we quickly felt at ease. Jvalamalini was homemade cakes. I had to pass on the cakes
the first Order member we met. She listened as Pete because of my intolerance to milk products. The
explained how he had a growing interest in Buddhism. Mitra serving the tea suggested that next time she
I had come with my husband Peter just for the ride but would try to bake a cake that I could eat. This
what really surprised me was how enthralled I became touched me because it was an example of the
in what Jvalamalini had to say. I was genuinely kindness we had witnessed several times already.

can read more on Facebook and our display at the

interested in finding out more about Buddhism for

Centre. Let's all celebrate on Sangha Day, and

myself !

through recognising what we've been given look
forward to what we can offer to the world in the
future.

We attended the next meditation and again enjoyed
it very much, leaving at about 2 o'clock in the

We were offered two opportunities to learn how to afternoon having decided that we want to learn more
meditate using Mindfulness of Breathing and the Metta about this Centre and lots more about the Buddha’s
Bhavana techniques. As we were led into the Shrine teachings.

Together, we can offer so much. In this troubled

Room to begin the first Meditation session I was struck

world where so many are anxious and stressed,

by the most beautiful painting of the Bhudda. Below it,

driven by consumer culture, or disillusioned and

candles,incense and little potted cyclamens, placed as

despairing with what life seems to offer, we can

offerings. The atmosphere, the burning incense so

show the way to a truly satisfying and fulfilling life.

,

calming, beckoned us to take our places to meditate.
Order members took time to show all new visitors how

Lokabandhu

The day opened our eyes to many more new and
wonderful experiences to come and we signed up
straight away for a seven week course called ‘An
introduction to Buddhism’. We have just completed it
and booked up for another. Neither of us can believe

Jvalamalini to find a comfortable position for meditation. After the

this new and exciting time we are lucky to be sharing.

first meditation, there was a break for tea and chat .

Marie Coles

GETTING TO KNOW ANANDA
Ananda ('The Bliss of
meditation') was one of the
first people to join the
Triratna Buddhist Order
(then Western Buddhist
Order) in 1968.

He has

lived in Bristol since 1985.
He works as a writer from
his home in Clifton where he lives with his partner, mitra
Pam Cooper, and occasional non-human beings. Ananda
supports Janaka's Dharma study group for men.
What book first inspired your interest in the Dharma?
The Three Pillars of Zen, by Roshi Philip Kapleau. And after
that A Primer of Soto Zen, by Trevor Leggett. And a special
mention for the little shop in London called Sakura, where I
used to go to get warm and talk to its owner, Emil Boin - the
first Order member - and buy Buddhist books

From 8-15 October about 30 people shared an inspirational

PADMASAMBHAVA DAYInternational Urban Retreat at the Bristol Buddhist Centre,

one of some 40 participating centres around the world. The

Padmasambhava LIVE!
When I was a regular at the London Buddhist Centre, back
in the late '70s and early '80s, I was impressed by the
quality of LBC's Padmasambhava Day festivals. So when,

What do you usually have in your pockets?
Small coins I've found, tissues, paperclips, till receipts,
shopping lists, clumps of grey dust, and in cold weather, my
hands.

in 1998, Prajnananda asked me to create a shrine for

Which living person do you most admire?
Of course I feel duty bound to say Sangharakshita, but
actually it probably is Sangharakshita.

sense, an early Dharma Bums project, and the Bums have

When were you happiest?
In my twenties, when I was discovering nature, cycling,
Beethoven and poetry. But of course I was also most
miserable then.

Lilapatastic shrine, a dedication led by Chittamani, a

Why do you think that was?
My natural energy was at its highest, and I was discovering
myself as an individual and not merely a bad copy of my
parents.

the Dzogchen terma text, Self-Liberation Through Seeing

Porridge? Soaked Muesli? Or toast?
Porridge without question.
If you were on that desert island and you could have
one book, what would you choose?
The one I've just written, so I could carry on writing it.

Padmasambhava Day, I got Lilapa (then Martyn Morgan)
involved, and it all got fairly fantastical. That was, in a
taken on Padmasambhava Day on a number of occasions
since. This October, we made a day of it, with a
slideshow with commentary on Padmasambhava Country
from Kulamitra, a joint reading by Simhanada and Lilapa of
With Naked Awareness. All followed by Niharti Chai
brewed by Chittamani. And clouds of Tsho-Drong Zimpo
incense, the proper stuff from Kalimpong. The highlight of
the day was a talk of accessible profundity from our special
guest Dhiramati, who also led a mytho-musical festive puja
to write home about, bringing all the colour and impact of

purpose of an 'urban retreat' is to achieve the same
objectives as their more detached rural counterparts
deepening practice and commitment while remaining firmly
rooted in the demands of everyday life. Beginning and
ending on a Saturday, this year's explored the theme of
'Sailing the Worldly Winds', the idea that the buffeting we
receive from the interconnected conflicting experiences
characterised as 'Gain and Loss', 'Praise and Blame',
'Fame and Infamy' and 'Pleasure and Pain', can be more
effectively managed than might otherwise be thought.
Events throughout the intervening week included the
pairing of participants as 'Dharma-buddies', an encounter
with Padmasambhava, early morning and lunch-time
meditation sessions, talks by Vajrasara and Satyalila, dropin yoga classes, a full-moon puja, a 'worldly winds studysession', an organised centre tidy-up, meditation reviews, a
commemoration of the 55th anniversary of the mass
conversion to Buddhism of 300,000 Indians inspired by Dr
Ambedhar Diksha, and a Dharma dance. If this sounds like
an abundance of riches spare a thought for Nora, the sole
target in Hawaii of the global 'metta tsunami' dispatched

Buddhafield and more to our shrine room.

around the world on the first day. Blissed out or what!
What was the most significant record/music of your
teens? (Twenties? Thirties....carry on, as you wish!)
In my teens, everything by the Beatles and Beethoven. In
my 20s, everything by Mahler. In my 30s, everything by
Bach. In my 40s everything by Schubert. In my 50s and
60s, Chopin's Nocturnes, plus everything by Schubert.

om ah hum vajra guru padma siddhi hum
Steven Greer
Simhanada

Tell us something you've never told anyone...(oh, go
on!)
My poetry is very, very good (at its best).
What's your most annoying habit?
Not listening to people when they're talking.
What's your earliest memory?
Being dropped headfirst down a well on our allotment. (not
by my parents I hasten to add). I was probably two or three.
(this just might have some connection with the previous
question).
What do you most regret?
Wasting so much time and energy in depression and
nihilistic attitudes when I was in my 20s, 30s, 40s... And also
not learning Russian, Chinese and Arabic while I still had a
retentive memory (though I can't remember if I ever did).

It was big smiles all round from Bristol Order Members, Mitras and Friends as they prepared to join 40 other Centres
around the world in a massive Triratna International Urban Retreat.

